



































































































































Let f R s bear holomorphicweep between

Riemannsurfaces For qes we can

count the numberofpoints that map toil
Iet xp f Cq

Crumpled fat zM you EEE w3 mifw o

Off

i EE
if Wo

Noo

tetuadefnie dcp to be the sum with

multiplicity
dcp Veep
f p fCp q

furtherpreviousexample Veep l if p and u

if poso dfw n for Wto aaliefore
but did Velo h as wellf






































































































































Example r Tt L o bethe inclusion

of the open unit disk dat t if we o0 WED
Nowconstancyseems related to non compactness of02

L is an exampleof a localhomeomorplui eoluate
is not a covering map

Theorem non constant

Jet f R s be a
a holomorphicmapbetween

compact connected Riemannsurfaces fbeendead
in constant

Proof Remark inverseimagerof q are isolated
so f g is finite by compactness

It suffices to show that dead
is locallyconstant and then appeal to the

connectivityof S






































































































































get qes Choose a chart Hqaroundq which
later q to zero with imageequaltotem

open unit
dish

pj f

Hi
tee

Es

houraroundeach pj with ftp.D q we leave a uld Uj
and a chart of with off us Q and ftp.sfo

so that 4gfoolj Z zhi in 0 where nj VIPs

by our local model of holomorphic
maps theorem

We can assume the sets u are disjoint
Set E R Yui E is closedhencecompact






































































































































Wantto calculate ftp.avg.cps for q ina uld aft
We get the contributionfrom each Uj and

bone in EF iMtTEiieI
how Eis closed so it is compact
HE does not contain q five it is

compact there is a abd Dof q digiouilfrouffe
For q'c D there is no contributionfrom E

m I gi 2 Veep HD
Hpl P'cDj

ftp.lj q

Vfcp 2 Vfa Afp h Vflpj
P eDj jlp ED
xp's all of.jp 444

Nude use ofthe local picture






































































































































i Is
Toujof

µ
then He

Es
o e f

visof 44oilthere

to the sum dependsonly on q and wot
ou q'near q Thus df is locallyconstant

hencegloballyconstant

Scholium If Veep I for all p ther
f is a covering

fevered f restricted to R f fan is a

covering since the load model z Ei

is a covering away from 0






































































































































Definition We call de dead thedegreeof
f Nute de H We saw before that a

non constant bed map is surjective This
is a refinementof that

Compare with swotted degree is defined in
both cases furouth case we can count inverse

eniages ofa genericpointby fault then
Here we can count inverse imagesof all pts
Def af degree requires a choice oforientation
in our cases Riemannsurfaced come with
a choice of orientation debt has no

analogue in the general case

Corollary A meromorphic function on

a compact Thiemannsurface has the
Anne number of yews as poles counted

up to order



Corollary A holomorphicmap between
compact theinium surfaces of degree1
is a conformal equivalence

Cor If a www functional but youroforder1 then
R is confounally equivalent to 5

Proof If de I then everypoint has 1

inieroeeinage fo f in invertible

Inverse is holomorphic by the inverse
functiontheorem

Cor If a compact Reimann surface R
a meromorphic function with a simple

zero then Ria Qos





R Czw w PH Phase simple zeros

RcQ x ClosXClos

Claim that I Ro coats Ein compact
Is it asurface

As 2 es Ikey as

so 1w4 as to Iwf as

an Iw as solution to the
pathleftrigproblem

Defined a liftingfunction which
eyptf.PE d8

gave us a parametrization over any
amplyconnected act
Caruana thin to get a parametrization
over a rebel of o Auld of asianet

aimply connected Punctured lists



Snitch to coordinates and view the

liftingmaps are goingfrom to to coordinate

Comeder the puncturedobits 5

In order to use pathlifting to define a

coordinate unambiguously we want

exptf Ipdt to be equalto 1 for everyloop
This will be the case if it holdsfor the
generatorof thefundamental group
Thiswill be true if degP is even

But inte that the value of the
function depended on our choice
of an initial solution



Weget a bid maps from thepunctured
dish tutte punctureddeals Each has
a cont extensionto the dish as each

has a holomorphicextension

focalpicture near is in dates is

Wedefine a Riemannsurface
structure so that these disks

9 are disjoint it Weget
a duel warp 9 I R which
takesthereapto.to Ipt

If DeyP is odd then


